
 

 
 
 
 
 

Stewards Report 07/01/2023 
 
 
Going: Good to Soft, Soft in Places 

Track:  Outer 

Rail: Home bend 5m out to cutaway at approximately 550m, winning 
post bend 0 to 4m to 3m at 2000m. 2000m to top bend 3m out. 
Top bend 3m out to 0m at 1400m 

Stalls: 1400m & 1600m Inside – 1000m, 1200m (Straight), 1200m, 
2000m & 2800m Middle – 2400m Outside 

 
Non-Runners:  R2 – CAROLINA REAPER 
   R2 – STRICTLY 
   R6 – AMERICAN FLAG (IRE) 
    
Race 1 - 01:10 PM 
(WAHO) 
 
The stewards noted that OBEYAN 1867 ridden by Ebrahim Nader placed 
second had hung badly left-handed despite the riders best efforts to keep the 
colt straight taking the winner TUWAISAN 1844 ridden by Abdulla Faisal off his 
intended line, they were satisfied that the interference was accidental and 
took no further action. 
Veterinary officer reported that AL SHAWAF 1817 which was pulled in the 
home straight was found to be lame. 
 
Race 2 - 01:35 PM 
MONTEREAL MOTORS CO. SPC CUP 
 
BOUDICA lost her left fore shoe on the way to the start and had to be re-shod 
which,  contributed to the race being ten minutes late off. 
The starter reported that SOCIAL DISTANCING, trained by Allan Smith refused 
to enter the starting stalls and was withdrawn. The trainer was informed that 
SOCIAL DISTANCING cannot be entered for a race until it has passed a stalls 
test. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
Race 3 - 02:00 PM 
(LOCAL BRED) 
 
Permission was given to LYRA to be mounted from the pre parade ring. 
 
Race 4 - 02:25 PM 
(IMPORTED) (Division I) 
 
The stewards cautioned Hassan Al Saffar the rider of BLU BOY (IRE) placed 
fourth for using his whip with excessive frequency and down the shoulder in 
the forehand position in the home straight. 
The veterinary officer reported that MAYEHAAB (GB) was found to have lost 
both front shoes during the race.  
 
Race 5 - 02:50 PM 
(IMPORTED) (Division II) 
 
The veterinary officer reported that BLIGH (IRE) had bled from the nose. 
MUTAWAKALUH (IRE) ridden by Marcialis Jaures and trained by Osama Hashim 
refused to race. Having interviewed the trainer the stewards informed him that 
as this was third occasion in the last 12 months that mare had refused to race 
that no future entries for MUTAWAKALUH (IRE) would be accepted by the 
REHC. 
 
Race 6 - 03:15 PM 
(IMPORTED) 
 
The stewards considered the running of MUBTADAA (GB) ridden Abdulla Faisal 
and trained by Talal Al Alawi which finished last of eight beaten 31 ¼ lengths. 
They noted the rider’s explanation that he considered that the gelding may 
have been unsuited by the slow early pace of the race and then ran flat when 
asked for an effort in the home straight.  
 
Race 7 - 03:40 PM 
RASHID EQUESTRIAN AND HORSERACING CLUB CUP 
 
Permission was given to HWAL (GB) to be mounted from the pre parade ring. 
 
 
 



Race 8 - 04:05 PM 
(LOCAL BRED) 

Permission was given to MAGSOOD to go to the start early. Permission was 
given to OVERSEAS to wear ear plugs which would be removed at the start. 
Permission was given to OVERSEAS to be mounted from the pre parade ring. 
Upon approaching the final 200 metres the stewards noted BATMOBILE ridden 
by Ali Sabri shifted quickly away from the whip to the left, causing MAGSOOD 
ridden by Hussain Maki to move off his intended line and leaning on OVERSEAS 
ridden by Mohamed Jameel which in turn interfered with WAHAAJ ridden 
Hasan Asghar. After reviewing the video the stewards considered the incident 
to be accidental and took now further action.  

Race 9 - 04:30 PM 
MONTEREAL MOTORS CO. SPC CUP 

Liam Keniry the rider of TEENAR (GB), placed 2nd reported that his mount had 
hung right handed  

Post-race horses sampled: 
1. TUWAISA 1844.

2. BLACK SHADOW.

3. ZEESHAAN.

4. MAYEHAAB (GB), WIRETAP (FR).

5. GUMAIS (IRE).

6. KNIGHT OF HONOR (IRE).

7. GLEN SAVAGE (IRE).

8. MAGSOOD.

9. REBEL AT DAWN (IRE)


